Your expert in connecting scholars to funding opportunities
Pivot accelerates the research process by integrating funding, collaborator discovery and publishing opportunities into one powerful tool.

Pivot connects researchers to financial support by leveraging the most comprehensive global source of sponsored funding opportunities, coupled with scholarly profiles to match researchers with financial partners and collaborators.

With the integration of the Papers Invited® database, scholars can also discover special journal issues and search thousands of conferences who are requesting “call for papers” where researchers can present and publish their work.

Pivot helps scholars discover funding perfectly matched to their research and gain valuable exposure for their work.

**Funding**

Pivot delivers a trusted and updated global source of editorially-curated funding opportunities totaling billions of dollars and growing. Pivot Editors ensure that opportunities are always active and information is accurate. Plus by applying Pivot’s keyword vocabulary to funding opportunities, scholars are automatically matched via the Pivot Funding Advisor recommendation engine.

With Pivot researchers and administrators can:

- Find funding quickly by using advanced search functionality; Quick Search, and robust keyword options.
- Track opportunities, save searches and organize results via curated lists.
- Get funding opportunity alerts and recommendations based on the researcher’s specific profile and tailored searches using the Pivot funding advisor.
Pivot provides a simplified pre-award funding discovery process that saves time and delivers precise, consistent results.

Collaboration
Pivot enables sharing, communication, and collaboration around funding discovery.

- Find researcher expertise from within or outside of your organization from millions of scholarly profiles from leading research organizations worldwide.
- Share funding opportunities with your colleagues.
- Increase the research exposure at your institution by claiming and maintaining your personal profile.
- Leverage Papers Invited, a comprehensive collection of call for papers, issued by professional bodies, journal editors and other conference organizers in academic disciplines worldwide.

For Research Administrators
Pivot enhances communication, monitoring, and tracking individual researchers for the Research Development office:

Easily match funding to researchers with institutional profiles
- Profiles for your institution’s researchers are created by the Pivot editorial team based on your institution’s organizational structure to enhance navigation and identification of researchers.
- Profiles include biographical information, publication lists, awarded grants, patents and more to make it easier to match funding to researchers and find collaborators.

Save time searching and communicating about research opportunities
- Create curated lists and saved searches for highly focused, yet easy-to-maintain lists of funding by specific topics.
- Communicate easily with researchers with internal alerts, announcements and custom newsletters.
- Publish internal funding opportunities, set deadlines and add notes to opportunities.
- Find peer reviewers for the funding review process, both inside and outside your institution.

Increase impact with easy and powerful administrative tools
- Increase impact with easy and powerful administrative tools.
- Demonstrate ROI with analytics and robust usage reporting.
- Create and control user accounts and privileges assigned to each account.
- Get started quickly with no installations, upgrades or ongoing maintenance to make.
Powerful and efficient tools for researchers

Researchers can claim and manage their own Pivot profile to:

- Discover new funding opportunities and sources
- Search for collaborators
- Save favorite searches
- Sync with ORCID
- Receive funding recommendations from the Pivot Funding Advisor including optional weekly email alerts.

Pivot® Gallery

- For an additional fee, any Pivot customer can quickly be up and running with a customizable and attractive, public facing website to promote its research talent.
- Let anyone search across your institution’s Pivot profiles with options to search and browse by person, role or department.
- With easy set-up from the Pivot editorial team and automated updates of publication lists, and awarded grants, Pivot Gallery is an easy, efficient and cost-effective way to showcase your institution’s research expertise.

Support

Pivot supports researchers and administrators with training, support staff and educational videos.

Powerful Integrations

- Cayuse – Seamlessly link from Pivot funding opportunities directly to intelligent electronic proposal development and submission workflows powered by Cayuse.
- InfoReady Review™ Easily transfer curated Pivot content to InfoReady to increase the efficiency and accuracy of internal and limited submission opportunities.
- ORCID As an ORCID premier member Pivot uses the ORCID software API to improve profiles. Researchers may sync their ORCID ID and profile to their Pivot profile so that updates flow seamlessly between the services. To learn more about ORCID, visit http://orcid.org/.

Pivot helps you quickly find the right funding opportunities and partners to accelerate your research.

Contact a sales representative at: http://www.proquest.com/go/contactus

About Ex Libris

Ex Libris, a ProQuest company, is a leading global provider of cloud-based solutions for higher education. Offering SaaS solutions for the management and discovery of the full spectrum of library and scholarly materials, as well as mobile campus solutions driving student engagement and success, Ex Libris serves thousands of customers in 90 countries.

Visit www.exlibrisgroup.com